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RESPECT    EFFORT  RESPONSIBILITY 

THOMASTOWN P.S KINDERGARTEN  

Our Kindergarten is racing along on the Spring Street side of our 
school. The ceiling is now framed, the windows are in and the cladding 
on the walls continues. The painters will be arriving in the coming 
weeks and lock up stage is not far away. The team have done an     
outstanding job of keeping this large project on track and sticking to the 
time lines. We look forward to the next phase. 
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REMINDER 

Please remember not to drive in or 

walk through the staff car park. It is 

a very dangerous place with all of 

the construction happening and   

visibility is very poor when exiting 

into Spring Street. We want to 

keep  everyone safe! Please park 

outside of the school and walk in 

using the footpath.  

TRANSITION 

DATES 

19th August Families 

will be informed of       

student acceptance into 

high school 

20th August High 

schools will communicate 

enrolment details with 

families 

 
             Honesty Shout Outs…  

Shayan M, Hussain A, David A, Daniel D 

and Blaque A. 

 Well done for living our school values!

       

FROM THE PRINCIPAL 

 

The return to school and face to face learning 
has gone extremely well. This is due to the    
cooperation of our parents and the preparation 
from the team of teachers and ES staff, making 
this transition so successfully. 

I would like to formally thank the parents and  
community for their respect, cooperation and  
commitment to their children’s education during 
this COVID 19 time. We have never experienced 
anything like it and being able to lead TPS with 
such supportive families has been a real asset. 

There has been some great examples of staff   
living our school vales over this difficult time. 
Effort around student and parent contact during 
remote learning, responsibility in terms of     
preparation and planning of work, and respect of 
parent’s decisions to keep their students at 
home. 

The way ahead will continue to be challenging, 
and we will all need to continue to be agile and 
flexible. Things change quickly and we will be 
ready. 
 

Marion Wetherbee 

SCHOOL BANKING  

School banking is on hold until further notice.  

 

 



      Grade 5/6 Remote Learning STARS 
                                                               

 

Foundation A Tihana Zanghellini  

Foundation B Hassan Beitseyednour  

1/2A  Ali Alkabi  

1/2B Nyankiir Ajack  

1/2C Fatima Alkabi  

3A Nel Andres Dulatre 
 
4/5A Elijah Wijesinghe  

4/5B Elisha Wijesinghe  

5/6A Karan Attavar  

5/6B Viti Vuwai  

Italian Brian Leon-Rodriguez  

 Ameer Alboarab 4/5A  

 Rasanjot Kaur 3A  

Art  Fatima Al Sumaily 5/6A  

 Najma Mohamed 5/6A  

ICT Amira Hanu 5/6B  

PE Lyric Marsh 1/2C 

 Navjot Gill 4/5B 

Value Stars  

SPOTLIGHT ON...Mrs Graham 
What do you like listening to?   I like to listen to all sorts of music, especially music that tells a story. I 

dislike heavy metal.  

Do you have a favourite band?  Pogues and many individual singers. I also like the band Long Lunch. 

What books are you reading at the moment?   The Dare by Carol Wyer and Tell Me Why by Archie Roach. 

Can you tell us a little bit about what you read?  Biographies, books that contain a message and  

detective stories.  

Who are your favourite authors and why?  Fiona Valpy because her books have a message. Elle Griffiths 

because she is a good crime writer and Niall Williams because of the way he writes.  

What books would you recommend for students?  Books that make children laugh, give them a 

message and books that make them question and understand.  

Interviewed by Tony Cheng and  

Najma Mohamed 

My favourite book is “The Nowhere Child” by  

Christian White. This book has won 4 awards. It is 

an absolute rollercoaster that made me experience 

many emotions at once. This book is about a girl 

named Kim Leamy who gets approached by a police 

officer and told that she may be the little girl who 

disappeared three days after her 2nd  

birthday. She was named Sammy Went. Kim brushes 

it off until she digs deeper  into her family tree and 

unlocks unanswered secrets throughout the family 

and town Sammy once lived in.  

 

By Crystal Compton Robins 

Fatima Al Sumaily 

Jasjit Sohal  

Najma Mohamed 






